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H A C K D A Y S  R H E I N - N E C K A R  2 0 2 1
C O D E  O F  C O N D U C T

The Hackdays revolve around innovation, digital solutions, networks, and last but not least
fun. We are offering a safe and positive environment. To guarantee this, all participants must
follow certain guidelines, which might seem obvious for the most part, but should be kept in
mind during the event.

Building a vivid community, creating innovative solutions, and driving digitization is our aim in
hosting Hackdays. To that end, our goal is to create an environment where everyone feels
welcome to participate, speak up, ask questions, and engage in conversation. We invite all
those who participate in this event to help us create safe and positive experiences for
everyone.

Expected Behaviour

• Participate in an authentic and active way. In doing so, you contribute to the health and
longevity of the community.

• Exercise consideration and respect in your speech and actions.
• Attempt collaboration before conflict.
• Refrain from demeaning, discriminatory, or harassing behaviour and speech.
• Be mindful of your surroundings and of your fellow participants. Alert the organizers if you

notice a dangerous situation, someone in distress, or violations of this Code of Conduct,
even if they seem inconsequential.

Unaccepted Behaviour

• We do not tolerate harassment, offenses, or violence during any aspect of the event,
including talks, workshops, parties, social media such as Twitter, or other online media.
Such behaviour comprises the use of abusive, offensive, or degrading language,
intimidation, stalking, harassing photography or recording, inappropriate physical contact,
sexual imagery and language as well as unwelcome sexual advances or request for
sexual favours.

• A person who engages in offensive or harassing behaviour will face appropriate
measures, including expulsion from the event and legal actions, depending on the
circumstances.

• Please report any uncomfortable situations involving you or others, as well as alarming
disputes and signs as instructed below. You should feel safe and sound throughout the
whole event, if not, just let us know. This applies for everyone who takes part in the
Hackdays without any exceptions.

Reporting an Incident

If you witness any potential violations of this code, please report it immediately. As a
reporter you have the right to remain anonymous. Please seek out the nearest hackdays
team member to express your complaint. If you cannot find a team member, or would like to
report a violation after the event, reach out immediately via the following options:

• Phone (if urgent): +49 621 15028835
• E-mail: rheinneckar@hack-days.de
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